MESI

How to get to MESI
from Sheremetyevo International Airport
Use this guide and the websites linked to find your way.
We recommend that you should take the airport express train to Belorussky rail terminal. A oneway ticket for standard class costs RUB 400.
Since you will have to use the underground railway system (Metro) upon arrival at Belorussky rail
terminal, for your convenience you can also purchase a one-way express train ticket combined
with a one Metro trip ticket right away. Such a combined ticket costs RUB 450.
Tickets are available at ticket offices and ticket vending machines at the airport. Discounts are not
available. You can click the link and see the express train timetable
http://www.aeroexpress.ru/en/sheremetyevo.html
Note that Moscow’s Metro is a mass transit system and one of the most important modes of
transportation in Moscow. See the link to the Metro map http://mosmetro.ru/flash/scheme11.html
Next step: after you arrive at Belorussky rail terminal, you go to nearest Metro stop called BELORUSSKAYA (brown line 5) and take a train to KIEVSKAYA (brown line 5).

Your departure and destination stations are on different lines. It will be necessary to transfer from
train to train and change KIEVSKAYA (brown line 5) to KIEVSKAYA (dark blue line 3). Transfers
can be made through special transfer halls. After changing to dark blue line 3, you take a train to
SLAVYANSKY BUL’VAR.

As soon as you reach SLAVYANSKY BUL’VAR, you should leave Metro and take a shuttle bus
that runs directly to MESI from 7.15 am to 10.30 pm Monday-Saturday (Sunday is a holiday). You
need to find MESI shuttle bus with a sign on its windscreen saying MESI (or in Russian “МЭСИ”).
MESI shuttle bus fare is RUB 25.

Taxis
Taxis are very common in Moscow, but expensive enough. A taxi directly from Sheremetyevo
International Airport to MESI will cost you approximately RUB 1500.
If you arrive late and/or want to take a taxi from the airport, you can contact MESI International
Relations Department, phone: +7 (495) 442-61-22, e-mail: inter@mesi.ru for arranging a trip.

